
Steering Committee Meeting Presentation
August 24, 2020
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Agenda

 Project Update
 May-June Engagement Summary
 Comprehensive Plan Update Discussion
 Schedule & Engagement
 Next Steps
− Thursday Work Session: Preliminary Housing 

Recommendations

 Questions/Comments from Community 
Attendees



Update
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Steering Committee Member Changes
NAME ORGANIZATION
Alice Raucher University of Virginia
Annie Stup Charlottesville Low-Income Housing 

Coalition (CLIHC)
Ashley Davies Charlottesville Area Development 

Roundtable (CADRe)
Audrey Oliver Community Member
Brandon Collins Public Housing Association of Residents 

(PHAR)
Caitlin Reinhard International Rescue Committee (IRC)
Carl Schwarz Board of Architectural Review
Chip Boyles Thomas Jefferson Planning District 

Commission (TJPDC)
Christian Johnson Community Member

Diane Dale Neighborhood Leaders Group
Emily Dreyfus CLIHC
Heather Hill City Council
Jacquana Mason Community Member
Jennifer Jacobs Housing Advisory Committee

NAME ORGANIZATION
Jodie Filardo Albemarle County Community Development 

Department (CDD)
Jody Lahendro Planning Commission
John Sales* Charlottesville Redevelopment and Housing 

Authority (CRHA)
Joy Johnson CRHA
Lena Seville* PLACE Design Taskforce
Lyle Solla-Yates Planning Commission
Michael Payne City Council
Navarre Bartz Bike/Ped Committee
Pastor Liz Emery Interfaith Movement Promoting Action by 

Congregations Together (IMPACT)
S. Lisa Herndon Housing Advisory Committee
Shantell Bingham Food Justice Network

Susan Payne Downtown Business Association
Tim Padalino Tree Commission
[Vacant]* Piedmont Environmental Council

• Updated list available on the website.
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Since We Last Met…

Finalized May-June engagement efforts

Reading and compiling input
 Survey, small-group discussions, emails

Discussions with staff and community 
organizations
 Housing tools
 Comprehensive Plan



What We Heard 
in May and June 2020
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Community Input Overview
Activities/Timeframes
 Webinars
−3 webinars with 30-50 people each
 Small-group discussions & phone meetings
−Approx. 220 participants in 25 discussions
 Survey (web+paper)
−1,172 responses, open May 20-June 27
 Email comments
−About 30 messages received directly and via the website
Phone line
−No messages received, but several calls

Thank you for helping 
us share these 
opportunities!
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May-June Community Input Overview
Outreach Methods
 Project website (translation available)
 Flyers (English/Spanish)
 Social media (Instagram, Facebook, 

Twitter), ads.
 Emails (existing lists & a new Cville Plans 

Together list)
 Press releases
Media engagement: 101.3/IMHO, 106.1 

The Corner, Charlottesville Tomorrow, 
NBC29
 Direct emails & phone calls 
 A toll-free phone number (recording in 

Spanish/English) 
 Paper surveys at markets (Cultivate 

Charlottesville) & Friendship Court
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Who Did We Hear From: Survey 
 771 (66%) of the 1,172 surveys came from 

Charlottesville residents
− 227 (19%) from Albemarle County.
− More than 60% of the Charlottesville respondents have 

lived here for 10+ years.

 56% of respondents identified as female
 Age: Range of representation, 38% between 25-

44.
 UVA students (current or within two years):

7%
 Top 5 neighborhoods: Belmont, North 

Downtown, Fry’s Spring, Friendship Court, 
Greenbrier

 Race/ethnicity: 63% of respondents identified 
as white or Caucasian, 11% as Black or African-
American.
 Annual household income: 24% <$50,000, 25% 

$50-100,000, 32% >$100,000
 Residence: 56% homeowners, 29% renters
− 74% do not own property other than a personal residence 

(if owned)

We have several lessons learned from our 
efforts, and many connections made for 
the future.
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Key Themes
Housing affordability
− Neighborhoods throughout the city should be diverse 

in terms of income, race/ethnicity
− Housing needs to be within a safe, strong 

neighborhood with amenities and transportation 
options

− Homeownership: split on level of importance
 Racial equity
− Gentrification concerns
− Impacts of historic land use decisions
 Transparency & community engagement
 Land use
− Mix of uses, potential for increased density
− Concerns about scale and character
− Development process – clarifications, streamlining
 Food justice

 Considerations related to community 
safety budgeting/priorities

 Improved mobility -
walkability/bikeability and transit

 Climate goals & energy efficiency
 Healthcare accessibility, mental health
 Wages and job training
 Small business supports
 Strengthen existing community 

partnerships
 Connections between topics
 Partnerships with County, UVA
 Parks/gardens and connectivity

Please review the full 
summary of input for 

more details.

DRAFT FINDINGS
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How have we used and how will we use input?

Identifying key themes for revisions to overarching plan values and 
visions.
Will be used with future input as we assess potential new or revised 

goals and strategies.
Where input is not directly relevant to Comp. Plan, will encourage 

relevant staff/agencies/organizations to utilize.
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May-June Community Input Overview
 Any other questions/comments from 

the Steering Committee?



Comprehensive Plan 
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Comprehensive Plan Overview

What is a Comprehensive Plan?
 Describes & illustrates community goals

and guides decision-making for various 
matters.
 Once adopted, it is the statement of the 

city’s intentions and policies regarding 
land use and development. 
 Land use and design policies must then be 

reflected in the zoning ordinance to be 
effective.
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Comprehensive Plan Overview

 Currently adopted plan is from 2013. 
 Planning Commission began review/revisions in 

2017-2018. Held many discussions with community, 
worked with staff on draft chapters.

 Our charge: continue and finalize updates, with a 
focus on Housing Affordability and Equity.

 We are working from draft chapters reviewed by the 
Planning Commission, where they exist (i.e., all except 
community engagement, land use, implementation).
− A draft land use map does exist, and we will be working from that 

concept when looking at mapping future land use.
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Comprehensive Plan: Today’s Discussion

 Plan structure - overview
 Initial discussions related to:
− Community values/guiding principles 
− Topic-specific visions

 This is the first step in our process of looking at 
potential adjustments to these values and 
visions. 
− We will continue to discuss with you and the rest of the 

Charlottesville community as we move forward.
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Comprehensive Plan Structure Overview

 Introduction
− What is the plan, how should it be used
− Summary of process, including 

community involvement in plan 
development

2013 Comprehensive Plan
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Comprehensive Plan Structure Overview

 Introduction
− What is the plan, how should it be used

 Community Values
− “For the 2013 Comprehensive Plan, the focus has 

been specific to implementing the City Council 
Vision.”

− The City Council 2025 Vision remains in place 
today.

− Council also has a 2018-2020 Strategic Plan, and is 
planning to update their Strategic Plan starting in 
September 2020.

− Potential updates: role in plan, content

2013 Community Value Topics

• Economic sustainability
• A center for lifelong learning
• Quality housing opportunities for 

all
• Charlottesville arts & culture
• A green city
• America's healthiest city
• A connected community
• A community of mutual respect
• Smart, citizen-focused government

https://www.charlottesville.gov/684/Vision-Statement
https://widget.charlottesville.org/strategicplan.htm
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Comprehensive Plan Structure Overview

 Introduction
− What is the plan, how should it be used

 Community Values
− Overarching guiding principles

 Community Characteristics
− Existing  programs, current 

demographics
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Comprehensive Plan Structure Overview

 Introduction
− What is the plan, how should it be used

 Community Values
− Overarching guiding principles

 Community Characteristics
− Existing conditions

 Topic–Specific Chapters
− See right – green do not have 2018 drafts 

reviewed with Planning Commission

Transportation

Urban Design & 
Historic 

Preservation

Community 
Engagement



Topic-Specific Chapter Structure Overview

Goal = 
specific outcome

Goal = 
specific outcome
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Vision statement = 
Overall outcome for topic

Example of goals and strategies from 2013 plan
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Comprehensive Plan Structure

 Introduction
− What is the plan, how should it be used
 Community Values
− Overarching guiding principles
 Community Characteristics
− Existing conditions
 Topic–Specific Chapters
− See right – green do not have 2018 drafts
 Implementation Strategies
 Glossary

Transportation

Urban Design & 
Historic 

Preservation

Community 
Engagement
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Comprehensive Plan – Potential Major Updates

 Introduction
− What is the plan, how should it be used

 Community Values
− Overarching guiding principles

 Community Characteristics
− Existing conditions

 Topic–Specific Chapters
 Implementation Strategies
 Glossary

Potential updates: content, role

Potential updates: data, conditions

Potential updates: visions, goals

Updated to reflect final goals/ strategies
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Potential Update: Role of Community Values
 Community values
− Clarify: Used to guide the plan and clarify connections between topics/goals
− Revision to values based on input

Goal

Topic-Specific Vision

Goal

Topic-Specific Vision

Community 
Value
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Example Structure: Minneapolis 2040 Comp. Plan
(Link)

https://minneapolis2040.com/goals/
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Community Values

From community input, potential additions 
may be needed related to:
 Emphasis on what we mean by equity
− Racial equity (addressed under “community of 

mutual respect” but likely warrants more emphasis)
− Access to opportunity; transportation access/options 

 Regionality/partnerships (UVA, Counties)
 Need for improved engagement 

(particularly addressed under “smart, 
citizen-focused government”)

 Growth and character - fostering diverse 
communities

2013 Community Value Topics
• Economic sustainability
• A center for lifelong learning
• Quality housing opportunities for all
• Charlottesville arts & culture
• A green city
• America's healthiest city
• A connected community
• A community of mutual respect
• Smart, citizen-focused government

https://www.charlottesville.gov/684/Vision-Statement
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Potential Update: Topic-Specific Visions
Potential revisions to chapter visions
 Many were reviewed closely in 2017-2018 

process. 
 Need to re-confirm or propose revisions.

Potential updates to chapter names
 May want to consider adjustments to 

chapter naming to ensure that all topics 
are reflected.

Goal Goal

St
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gy
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gy
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gy

Vision
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Potential Update: Topic-Specific Visions
Chapters (w/year of most recent draft update)
 Land Use (2013)
 Community Facilities (2018)
− Safety, waste, water/sewer, parks & rec, public buildings, 

educational institutions.

 Economic Sustainability (2018)
 Urban Environmental Sustainability (2018)
 Housing (2018)
 Transportation (2018)
 Historic Preservation & Urban Design (2018)
 Community Engagement (new!)

Goal Goal

St
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gy

Vision
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Topic-Specific Chapter Visions
Housing (2018)
• Charlottesville housing will represent and support a city 

of well-maintained and inclusive neighborhoods that 
reflect social, racial, ethnic and economic diversity for 
all current and future residents of all income levels. 

Potential revisions for:
• May need to revisit with the final 

Housing Plan 
• Other ideas?
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Topic-Specific Chapter Visions
Land Use (2013)
• The use of land in Charlottesville supports human 

activities and reflects community values. 
• Our land use plan aims to promote harmonious 

development and support neighborhoods and places 
that allow residents to live, work, shop and play in 
proximity. 

• Charlottesville’s land use patterns will create, preserve, 
and enhance neighborhood character, improve 
environmental quality, integrate a diversity of uses, 
encourage various modes of transportation, promote 
infill development, and increase commercial vitality and 
density in appropriate areas. 

• These interdependent parts will converge to enhance 
the social, cultural, recreational and economic needs of 
our City.

Potential revisions for:
• Walkability/mix of uses
• Density
• Recognition of history of land use
• Other ideas?
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Topic-Specific Chapter Visions
Community Facilities (2018)
• The City of Charlottesville’s civic facilities and services 

are important to fostering a healthy and vibrant 
community. 

• Residents benefit from access to excellent public 
services, recreational facilities and public buildings. 

• Therefore, Charlottesville will have outstanding civic and 
recreational facilities, bicycle and walking trails and be 
served by a strong support system that includes one of 
the nation’s best emergency response systems. 

• Effective and efficient water, wastewater and stormwater 
services will support the health and welfare of the City.

Potential revisions for:
• Parks and recreation – extended 

need and connectivity
• Community safety and equity
• Other ideas?
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Topic-Specific Chapter Visions
Economic Sustainability (2018)
• A strong economy is essential to the social, cultural and 

financial vitality of our city.
• Public and private initiatives help create employment 

opportunities and a vibrant and sustainable economy.
• The City of Charlottesville is committed to creating a 

strong, diversified economy and an environment that 
provides career ladder employment opportunities for 
residents.

• At its best, Charlottesville is a community with an 
effective workforce development system and a business-
friendly environment that supports entrepreneurship; 
innovation; heritage tourism; and commercial, mixed 
use, and infill development; and access to a growing 
array of diverse employment and career ladder 
opportunities for all. 

Potential revisions for:
• Economic resilience
• Connections to regional jobs (e.g., 

transit)
• Support for small businesses
• Other ideas?
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Topic-Specific Chapter Visions
Urban Environmental Sustainability (2018)
• Charlottesville will be a “Green City,” with clean and 

healthy air and water, sustainable neighborhoods, 
ample open space and natural areas that balance 
increased development and density in residential and 
economic centers, and walkable, bikeable, and transit 
supportive land use patterns that encourage healthy 
lifestyles and low carbon footprints. 

Potential revisions for:
• Food justice
• Climate goals
• Energy efficiency
• Other ideas?
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Topic-Specific Chapter Visions
Transportation (2018)
• Develop a safe, equitable, reliable, and efficient

transportation system that provides a range of 
transportation choices for all users, reduces single 
occupancy vehicle travel by providing frequent and 
extended coverage, and increases travel by public 
transit and active transportation modes.

Potential revisions for:
• Regionality
• Connections to services, job 

centers, etc.
• Focus areas for connectivity
• Other ideas?
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Topic-Specific Chapter Visions
Historic Preservation & Urban Design (2018)
• Urban design and historic preservation contribute to the 

character and quality of neighborhoods, and to the 
aesthetic value of the entire community. 

• The City of Charlottesville will be a well- designed 
community with neighborhoods, buildings and public 
spaces, including the Downtown Mall, that are human 
scaled, sustainable, healthy, equitable and beautiful. 

• The City must recognize each neighborhood’s sense of 
community—its unique and diverse sense of place--and 
take steps to integrate new buildings, development and 
uses into their neighborhoods.

Potential revisions for:
• Safe, welcoming public spaces
• Transitions between uses
• Other ideas?
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Topic-Specific Chapter Visions
Community Engagement
• (No existing chapter vision) Potential focus areas:

• Representative participation
• Bringing opportunities out to communities and 

neighborhoods
• Providing range of options, including virtual
• Improved trust and transparency
• Others ideas?



Next Phase of Engagement
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Schedule

Draft Update For Discussion with Steering Committee
Schedule as of August 19, 2020 (subject to adjustment)

August 2020: 
• Updates to check-points
• Some adjustment in mid-points 

within tasks
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August – October Community Engagement

 End of Aug/Early September Information sharing: 

To Share Outreach Methods
Project overview & what’s coming up • Targeted mailer, flyers

• Emails/calls
• Lawn signs
• + those listed below

Updated schedule • Pop-ups (if safe/possible, at locations 
where we have not had much 
participation)

• Website
• Social media

Summary of what we heard in May/June
Comp. Plan primer/one-pager - What is the plan? 
What can it do? What is its role?
Key dates related to history of development in 
Charlottesville
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August – October Community Engagement

 Mid/late September into October
To Share Outreach Methods
• Comp. Plan Outline – structure, 

content 
• Potential revisions starting 

with 2018 drafts, where 
available. 
− Guiding values/principles
− Chapter visions (or new 

visions, for new chapters) 
• Housing tools/preliminary 

recommendations

• Virtual meetings & discussions
• Targeted pop-ups (if possible)
• Mailings, lawn signs, emails
• Leverage existing and new 

connections to help push 
information out via existing on-
the-ground teams, radio, etc.

• Considering opportunities to 
pay “peer engagers” –
residents who contribute to 
outreach and engagement 
efforts – when safe and feasible 
to do so. 

Potential Input to Gather How to Gather input
• How do the Comp. Plan guiding 

values/principles need to change to 
reflect current needs and community 
input?

• What would need to change in the 
individual chapter visions?

• Feedback related to Housing Plan 
recommendations
− Preferences, priorities

• Gather input about geographic focus 
areas related to housing strategies 
and the future land use map
− Starting with 2018 draft update to 

the land use maps

• Discussions
• Survey
• Interactive map 

(potentially part 
of survey) 



Next Steps
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Next Steps

Thursday’s Work Session
 Initial discussion of preliminary housing 

recommendations, in break-out groups.
 Will have a full-group discussion of key ideas following 

the break-out groups.
 Due to break-out room logistics via Zoom, will only be 

attended by Steering Committee and staff.
 The work session (all rooms) will be recorded and 

posted online, with all discussion materials.

Next Steering Committee meeting after the Work Session 
 November (tentative)
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Contact Information
Website
 CvillePlansTogether.com

Social Media
 @CvillePlans (Facebook, Twitter) 
 @CvillePlansTogether (Instagram)

Email
 Engage@CvillePlansTogether.com

Toll-free Phone Number 
 (833) 752-6428


